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IMPORTANCE A bidirectional brain-computer interface that performs neurostimulation has
been shown to improve seizure control in patients with refractory epilepsy, but the
therapeutic mechanism is unknown.

OBJECTIVE To investigate whether electrographic effects of responsive neurostimulation
(RNS), identified in electrocorticographic (ECOG) recordings from the device, are associated
with patient outcomes.

DESIGN, SETTING, AND PARTICIPANTS Retrospective review of ECOG recordings and
accompanying clinical meta-data from 11 consecutive patients with focal epilepsy who were
implanted with a neurostimulation system between January 28, 2015, and June 6, 2017, with
22 to 112 weeks of follow-up. Recorded ECOG data were obtained from the manufacturer;
additional system-generated meta-data, including recording and detection settings, were
collected directly from the manufacturer’s management system using an in-house,
custom-built platform. Electrographic seizure patterns were identified in RNS recordings
and evaluated in the time-frequency domain, which was locked to the onset of the
seizure pattern.

MAIN OUTCOMES AND MEASURES Patterns of electrophysiological modulation were identified
and then classified according to their latency of onset in relation to triggered stimulation
events. Seizure control after RNS implantation was assessed by 3 main variables: mean
frequency of seizure occurrence, estimated mean severity of seizures, and mean duration of
seizures. Overall seizure outcomes were evaluated by the extended Personal Impact of
Epilepsy Scale questionnaires, a patient-reported outcome measure of 3 domains (seizure
characteristics, medication adverse effects, and quality of life), with a range of possible scores
from 0 to 300 in which lower scores indicate worse status, and the Engel scale, which
comprises 4 classes (I-IV) in which lower numbers indicate greater improvement.

RESULTS Electrocorticographic data from 11 patients (8 female; mean [range] age, 35 [19-65]
years; mean [range] duration of epilepsy, 19 [5-37] years) were analyzed. Two main categories
of electrophysiological signatures of stimulation-induced modulation of the seizure network
were discovered: direct and indirect effects. Direct effects included ictal inhibition and early
frequency modulation but were not associated with improved clinical outcomes (odds ratio
[OR], 0.67; 95% CI, 0.06-7.35; P > .99). Only indirect effects—those occurring remote from
triggered stimulation—were associated with improved clinical outcomes (OR, infinity; 95% CI,
–infinity to infinity; P = .02). These indirect effects included spontaneous ictal inhibition,
frequency modulation, fragmentation, and ictal duration modulation.

CONCLUSIONS AND RELEVANCE These findings suggest that RNS effectiveness may be
explained by long-term, stimulation-induced modulation of seizure network activity rather
than by direct effects on each detected seizure.
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M odulation of ongoing seizure activity by applying
electrical current directly to the cortex was re-
ported by Penfield and Jasper1 as early as 1954. Sixty

years later, the RNS System (NeuroPace, Inc), a closed-loop
responsive neurostimulator, was developed to automatically
analyze electrocortical potentials to detect seizures and
rapidly deliver electrical stimulation, with the goal of sup-
pressing seizure activity.2,3 Cortical electrical stimulation in an
open-loop acute, subacute, or combination mode of opera-
tion has been shown to suppress electrographic epileptiform
discharges2,4-7 as well as to reduce seizure frequency.4,8-15 Class
1 evidence supports the efficacy of responsive neurostimula-
tion (RNS) in seizure reduction, with 44% seizure reduction
at 1 year after implantation and 53% at 2 years,16 and open-
label continuation studies show a range of 48% to 66%
between the third and sixth years after implantation.17 At
6 years, a median 70% of patients with both mesial temporal
and neocortical seizure onset experienced significant reduc-
tion in seizure frequency; 26% to 29% exhibited a postimplan-
tation seizure-free period of at least 6 months, and approxi-
mately 15% experienced 1 year or more without seizures.18,19

Although the RNS System provides improved seizure con-
trol and quality of life, its mechanism of action is unknown and
its overall efficacy remains suboptimal. Historically, the pri-
mary hypothesis for the mechanism of action of RNS has been
the direct inhibition of ongoing ictal activity by triggered elec-
trical stimulation.2,20-23 We tested the hypothesis that clini-
cal effectiveness arises from successful detection-triggered
electrical stimulation and subsequent direct termination of
seizure activity.

Methods
Patients
All patients met International League Against Epilepsy crite-
ria for focal epilepsy24,25 and underwent diagnostic intracra-
nial recording, followed by multidisciplinary recommenda-
tion for closed-loop neurostimulation therapy using the RNS
System. All patients implanted with the RNS System between
January 28, 2015, and June 6, 2017, at our center were in-
cluded in this study. Each participant gave written informed
consent under a University of Pittsburgh Institutional
Review Board–approved protocol.

Data Acquisition
The device was set to passive recording for the first postopera-
tive month, during which no stimulation was delivered (base-
line epoch). Recording and stimulation settings subsequently
were activated and then periodically modified based on data re-
view and clinical evaluations. The time interval during which
settings remain unchanged is referred to as a programming
epoch. Device-recorded data were obtained from the manufac-
turer as 90-second duration, 4-channel bipolar electrocorticog-
raphy (ECOG) that was bandpass filtered online at 4 to 125 Hz
before sampling at 250 Hz. Additional meta-data, including
detection and stimulation settings, were collected directly from
the Patient Data Management System (NeuroPace, Inc) using an

in-house, custom-built platform for biophysically rational analy-
sis of individualized neural stimulation data (BRAINStim).26

Data Processing
Electrographic seizure patterns (ESPs) were visually identified
by an experienced epilepsy neurophysiologist (V.K.). The ESP
onset was defined as the point after which the ECOG recording
background was no longer interictal and was followed by a par-
oxysmal discharge of seizure features and developing morpho-
logic features. Electrographic seizure patterns were catego-
rized as having (1) clearly recorded onset after a preceding
interictal background of a minimum of 5 seconds that did not
receive stimulation owing to belonging to the baseline period,
or to detection failure, or to reaching the daily stimulation limit;
(2) clearly recorded onset after a preceding interictal back-
ground of a minimum of 5 seconds that received at least 1 stimu-
lation pulse after the identified onset; (3) clearly recorded on-
set after a preceding interictal background of a minimum of
5 seconds that received at least 1 stimulation pulse before or dur-
ing the onset (eFigure in the Supplement); and (4) no recorded
onset owing to regular overwriting of internal memory stor-
age. Only the first 2 groups of recorded ESPs were used for evalu-
ation of modulatory stimulation effects separated into files of
65 seconds (starting 5 seconds before the identified onset, end-
ing 60 seconds after onset). Spectral analysis was performed for
each sample by using the fast Fourier transform of a 128-point
window and a 125-point overlap for frequencies from 0.05 to
60.00 Hz at a step of 0.05 Hz. For each patient, ESPs were
grouped by baseline and recording epochs, and group means
from individual, 3-dimensional time-frequency power tables
were created (Figure 1).

Significant changes in either the duration or spectral con-
tent of ESPs were defined as exceeding 25% of the mean dura-
tion of the respective averaged baseline pattern or frequency.
Interruptions in the temporal progression of ESPs were scored
as discontinuities—namely, as fragmentations—if there was a
return to normal background levels for 0.5 to 3.0 seconds;
interruptions of less than 0.5 seconds were not scored as dis-
continuities/fragmentations, whereas those exceeding 3.0
seconds were scored as separate electrographic events.
Seizure fragmentations of this temporal resolution (0.5-3.0 sec-
onds) were described as coarse. Increases in the time interval
between consecutive seizure spike discharges were scored as
fragmentations if their duration exceeded the respective mean

Key Points
Question What is the association of closed-loop invasive brain
stimulation with seizure control in patients with epilepsy?

Finding In this cohort study of 11 patients with focal epilepsy,
seizure reduction was not associated with the direct effects of
acute responsive stimulation events. Indirect effects on seizure
electrophysiology, which occurred remotely to individual
stimulation events, were associated with improved seizure control.

Meaning Therapeutic outcomes of closed-loop stimulation appear
to emerge from modulation of the seizure network over time rather
than from the acute interruption of individual seizure events.
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baseline interval by a minimum of 100%. Seizure fragmenta-
tions of this temporal resolution (100 milliseconds to
1 second) were described as fine. Modulation effects then were
categorized as either direct, in which the recorded events mani-
fested systematic changes in time, frequency, or both either dur-
ing stimulation or in the immediate poststimulation interval
(<5 seconds), or indirect, in which the recorded events mani-
fested changes in time, frequency, or both either before or
long after the stimulation volley (>10 seconds) or could not be
attributed to direct stimulation (eg, not time-locked to
the stimulation).

Statistical Analysis
Clinical outcomes were derived by extended Personal Impact
of Epilepsy Scale questionnaires,28 administered by one of us
(N.D.S.) to all patients. The questionnaire is a simple, brief,
patient-reported outcome measure developed at Stanford Uni-
versity to profile the overall impact of seizures, medication
adverse effects, and overall quality of life for people with epi-
lepsy. The questions measure 3 domains: characteristics of
seizures,9 medication adverse effects,7 and overall quality of
life.9 The minimum score is 0 and the maximum score is 300,
with lower scores reflecting worse status. Scores in our study
ranged from 90 to 271. The Personal Impact of Epilepsy Scale
questionnaires were supplemented with 3 variables of interest
subjectively describing seizure manifestation: (1) mean monthly
seizure frequency before and after RNS implantation; (2) esti-
mated mean severity of seizures on a scale of 1 to 5 (1 indicates
not severe; 5, very severe); and (3) mean duration of seizures
(minutes). Engel class was used to identify response. Engel class
I indicated free of disabling seizures; Engel class II, rare dis-
abling seizures; Engel class III, worthwhile improvement; and

Engel class IV, no worthwhile improvement. Patients were
grouped as either responders (Engel class I-III) or nonre-
sponders (Engel class IV) based on the scores of the 3 seizure
manifestation variables.29 Two binary variables were com-
puted to represent the presence or absence of direct and indi-
rect stimulation-induced modulation effects. The probability of
achieving responder status given the presence of either effect
type was calculated using 2 Fisher exact tests as well as the prob-
ability of improving either of the 3 seizure manifestation vari-
ables. MATLAB 2017a (The MathWorks, Inc) was used for the
statistical calculations. Statistical significance was deter-
mined with Fisher exact tests using the fishertest function. All
tests of significance were 2-tailed with 2-sided P values.

Results
Identification of ESPs
One patient was excluded from analysis because the patient was
free of seizures after implantation (stimulation never initi-
ated). Electrocorticographic data from 11 patients were ana-
lyzed (eTable 1 in the Supplement). Eight of the patients were
women, the mean (range) age was 35 (19-65) years, and the mean
(range) duration of epilepsy was 19 (5-37) years. The mean (SD)
time after implantation to activation of responsive stimulation
was 46.6 (19.6) days. A total of 14 634 ECOG files were visually
reviewed, corresponding to 170 months of recordings span-
ning a 34-month total study period; 5148 ESPs were identified.

The spectral features of ESPs per programming epoch, dur-
ing which the stimulation settings remained constant, were iden-
tified.Foreverypatient,wevisuallyevaluatedalldetectedevents
in time and frequency spectrum domains. We discovered 2 main

Figure 1. Closed-Loop Responsive Neurostimulation (RNS) Implantation and Data Processing Method
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A, Preoperative magnetic resonance image and postimplantation computed
tomography fused image (EpiNav software27) aligned in the axial plane across the
trajectory of the implanted RNS lead in the left hippocampus of patient 6. B, The
2 distal anterior hippocampal contacts provide bipolar channel 1, and the 2 proximal
posterior hippocampal contacts form bipolar channel 2 (top), which record a
unilateral electrographic seizure pattern (ESP) in the left hippocampus during the
baseline period. For channel 2, a time-frequency plot shows the spectral evolution of

the ESP aligned to onset (red vertical line). C, During stimulation, the amplifier is
disconnected (time intervals in green), thereby generating a rectangular pulse
artifact in the time domain (top) that is often followed by a considerable amplifier
saturation direct current shift. In the frequency domain, stimulation appears as a
low-frequency artifact accompanied by broadband cancellation (middle) that is
often followed by a wideband artifact corresponding to amplifier saturation.
Ch indicates channel; w, week of stimulation.
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categoriesofneuronalelectricalstimulationeffects:directeffects,
whereby the recorded events manifested systematic time and/
or frequency changes in the immediate poststimulation inter-
val,andindirecteffects,wherebytherecordedeventsmanifested
changes in time, frequency, or both before or long after stimu-
lation or could not be attributed to direct stimulation.

Inhibition of ESPs
We first characterized the modulation of ESPs that resulted from
individual stimulation events. In 4 patients, ESPs were observed
inwhichprogressionwasterminatedintheimmediatepoststimu-
lation period less than 5 seconds after the application of the first
stimulation pulse, after which ECOG returned to the interictal
background level (Figure 2A). This effect, which we termed
direct inhibition, is consistent with that expected from earlier
literature.2 DirectESPinhibitionemergedatamean(SD)of14(11.7)
weeks after stimulation was activated.

Transient Modulation of Frequency Content of ESPs
We identified changes in the frequency content of ESPs that
resulted from individual stimulation events. In 3 patients, we
observed modulation of the spectral constituents of ESPs that
occurred shortly (mean, <5 seconds) after the application of
the first stimulation pulse or during the stimulation interval
(Figure 3A). This direct frequency modulation effect was
variable and consisted of both attenuation of the baseline
frequencies and the genesis of novel oscillations at higher-
than-baseline frequencies over time. Direct frequency modu-
lation effects emerged at a mean (SD) of 12 (10.5) weeks after
activation of responsive stimulation.

Spontaneous Attenuation of ESPs
Next, we characterized indirect effects in which recorded events
manifested evidence of modulation that could not be attributed
to a specific stimulation event. In 1 patient, we observed seizure

Figure 2. Direct Inhibition and Indirect Spontaneous Attenuation of Electrographic Seizure Patterns (ESPs)
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nonresponder (patient 3). Most ESPs
evolved despite stimulation (top),
marked by an abrupt suppression of
the normal background band and the
appearance of a distinctive,
high-beta, 30- to 40-Hz oscillation;
some were inhibited shortly after
their onset (bottom; asterisk marks
the time point of the respective
effect). B, Patient 11 (responder),
whose typical ESP starts with a
diffuse electro-decrement followed
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(4-8 Hz) rhythm evolving into
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(2-30 Hz) rhythms overlaid with
higher gamma (>30 Hz) frequencies
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ongoing activity was spontaneously
interrupted (bottom; asterisk) and
the electrocorticography returned to
normal background levels. Note that
attenuation occurs more than
27 seconds after the first stimulation
pulse and the bulk of stimulation
ends almost 11 seconds before this
spontaneous inhibition. Vertical lines
represent ESP onsets (red) and
stimulation events (green).
w Indicates week of stimulation.
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Figure 3. Direct and Indirect Frequency Modulation of Electrographic Seizure Patterns (ESPs)
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patterns with progression that was spontaneously discontinued
in the absence of a direct stimulation event during periods of
baseline activity, defined as more than 27 seconds after the ap-
plication of the nearest initial stimulation pulse and more than
11 seconds after the end of subsequent triggered stimulation
pulses (Figure 1B). We termed this effect indirect attenuation. The
onset of this spontaneous indirect effect was first observed dur-
ing the 9th week of stimulation and reappeared regularly up to
the time of the last follow-up (112th stimulation week).

Frequency Modulation of ESPs
We identified changes in the spectral constituents of ESPs that
were not related to individual stimulation events (ie, indirect fre-
quency modulation), which emerged over time in 4 patients.
Frequency modulation was observed in ESPs that did not receive
triggered stimulation, suggesting the presence of an underlying
effect from chronic stimulation (Figure 3A). A narrow alpha-band
(9-10 Hz) ESP (Figure 3B) transformed into a double-band pattern
of concurrently evolving theta (6-10 Hz) and beta (13-20 Hz) fre-
quencies(Figure3B).In1example,anESPcharacterizedbyasemi-
continuous progression of discharges in the delta-to-alpha range
(2-10 Hz; Figure 3C) progressively developed into a distinct wide-

band (4-50 Hz) ESP independent of specific stimulation pulses.
In another example, an arclike pattern developed in the delta–to–
low-beta range (2-18 Hz; Figure 3D). Over subsequent stimulation
periods (1-24 weeks), these patterns underwent progressive
changes in their spectral content (10-40 Hz; Figure 3D). Overall,
indirect frequency modulation effects emerged at a mean (SD) of
7 (5.2) weeks after activation of responsive stimulation.

Stimulation and the Refractory Interval Between Ictal Spikes
In 1 patient, we observed indirect fine fragmentation of the ESP,
in which the refractory interval between consecutive seizure
spike discharges increased (mean [SD] baseline interval,
202.1 [15.7] milliseconds; mean [SD] posteffect interval, 798.4
[48.1] milliseconds) (Figure 4A) independent of the timing of
stimulation onset. Although increased interdischarge intervals
were observed sporadically during baseline and previous pro-
gramming epochs, they were only established as the dominant
ESP after the 60th week of stimulation.

Fragmentation of Stimulated ESPs
In 2 patients, we observed indirect coarse fragmentation of the
ESP, in which the continuity of an ongoing discharge was

Figure 4. Indirect Fine and Coarse Fragmentation of Electrographic Seizure Patterns (ESPs)
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interrupted by segments of normal background activity
(Figure 4B). These seizure fragments occurred in random
intervals from the onset of any given stimulation and with vari-
able duration. The mean (SD) onset of the fragmentation
effect was 13 (7.7) weeks after stimulation activation.

Modulation of Mean ESP Duration
We observed significant bidirectional changes in the mean du-
ration of the ESP that occurred in the absence of direct stimu-
lation events in 5 patients (Figure 3C). In 4 of the patients, a
mean (SD) 50.25% (12.9%) reduction in total ESP duration was
observed. The fifth patient progressively reached a mean (SD)
132% (44.3%) increase in ESP duration. Although stimulation-
induced direct inhibition reduces the duration of the ictal
pattern, the indirect reduction in ESP duration is a different
phenomenon because the offset of the ESP is not related to the
offset of any of the applied stimuli. The mean (SD) onset of
indirect effects that altered ictal duration was 31 (24.3) weeks.

Nature of Modulation Effects
The mean (SD) onset of modulation effects was 11.5 (10.5)
stimulation weeks for direct effects and 24.0 (20.8) weeks for
indirect effects, suggesting that network plasticity is re-
quired for both types of changes (Figure 5A). All effects were
highly consistent within each patient and programming ep-
och. Because stimulation settings often change across the pro-
gramming epoch, the frequency of an effect also may change
(eTable 2 in the Supplement). The particular settings respon-
sible for these variances is the subject of ongoing in-depth
analysis, although variance estimation is biased by the incom-
plete nature of the ECOG recordings on the first-generation
device (see Limitations below).

Association of Indirect Modulation Effects
With Clinical Outcome
To determine whether direct modulation effects, indirect modu-
lation effects, or both were associated with the reduction of

seizures, Fisher exact tests were performed to separately mea-
sure the probability of observing either type of effect and achiev-
ing responder status (Engel class III or better). The odds ratio
(OR) for indirect modulation effects was infinity (95% CI,
–infinity to infinity; P = .02), demonstrating an association
between the presence of 1 or more indirect modulation effects
and good clinical response. The OR for direct effects was not sig-
nificant (0.67; 95% CI, 0.06-7.35; P > .99) (Figure 5B). Fisher
exact tests then were performed to measure the probability of
observing a direct or indirect modulation effect and achieving
reduction in seizure frequency, severity, or duration. The OR for
indirect modulation effects was significant for each of these
outcomes (seizure occurrence frequency: OR, infinity; 95% CI,
–infinity to infinity; P = .005; seizure severity: OR, infinity; 95%
CI, –infinity to infinity; P = .007; and seizure duration: OR, 28.0;
95% CI, 1.35-580.60; P = .03), whereas the OR for direct modu-
lation effects was not significant for any outcome (seizure fre-
quency: OR, 0.67; 95% CI, 0.07-6.41; P > .99; seizure severity:
OR, 0.0; 95% CI, –infinity to infinity; P = .10; and seizure dura-
tion: OR, 0.25; 95% CI, 0.02-2.76; P = .56).

Discussion
We investigated the validity of the direct inhibition hypoth-
esis in 11 patients implanted with RNS. We discovered 2 cat-
egories of stimulus-related modulation effects: (1) direct
inhibition of the ESP in accordance with traditional hypoth-
eses of the RNS mechanism of action and (2) direct frequency
modulation, a novel finding of direct poststimulus changes in
the spectral content (spectral) signature of the ESP that in-
cludes attenuation of prominent baseline bands, which may
rebound in time, as well as the genesis of a completely new
ESP. Direct stimulation effects were not associated with clini-
cal outcomes. We discovered, however, that indirect modu-
lation effects, which occurred independent of specific stimu-
lation events, were associated with clinical outcomes.

Figure 5. Electrographic Seizure Pattern Effects: Time Course and Association With Seizure Outcomes
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The direct effects of electrical stimulation during ongo-
ing seizure activity have been widely described. Penfield and
Jasper1 were the first to observe and report stimulation-
induced inhibitory effects of electrical stimulation on active
epileptogenic neural tissue; this finding was later also veri-
fied by stimulation of hippocampal slices in vitro.30,31 Electri-
cal stimulation also has been reported to have a significant
inhibitory effect on interictal and ictal cortical activity in pa-
tients with epilepsy.2,4-15 The RNS System is a valuable surgi-
cal option for patients whose epilepsy is refractory to both
antiepileptic drugs and traditional epilepsy surgery,3 with data
supporting its superiority to medical management.16,18,19 How-
ever, apart from the few original publications,2,20,32 little is
known about how closed-loop stimulation affects the time
course of the detected ESP and related mechanisms of action
for reducing seizure severity and frequency. The previously
assumed mechanism is a direct one, by which the application
of an electrical pulse close to the origin of the ESP interrupts
its evolution and returns the ECOG background to its interic-
tal state.2,21,22 Direct inhibition of ongoing seizure activity could
occur through transient stimulation-induced activation of
local postsynaptic potentials, creating extracellular fields op-
posing those created by the epileptogenic excitatory postsyn-
aptic potentials. In this model, stimulation could reduce the
ability of the excitatory neuronal population to synchronize,
thereby acting as a neuronal desynchronizer.31

Our discovery of types of modulation that cannot be ex-
plained by acute responses to individual stimulation events
suggests an alternate hypothesis. All indirect modulation pat-
terns did not appear during the stimulation period and were
not affected by individual stimulation events. One explana-
tion for these findings is that stimulation establishes extracel-
lular electrical field barriers between functionally intercon-
nected epileptogenic populations, thereby isolating excitatory
neuronal pools. These neuronal pools become separated and
independent of the core epileptogenic pool over time, result-
ing in lower amplitude and power of baseline oscillations (pro-
gressive attenuation) owing to the reduced number of partici-
pating neuronal pools and the appearance of higher frequency
oscillations owing to multiple spatially scattered populations
unable to achieve high levels of synchronization.33,34 In gen-
eral, frequency modulation effects indicate that stimulation
may drive parts of the underlying epileptogenic network to syn-
chronize at alternative frequencies. On the other hand, a pro-
gressive failure of excitatory neuronal populations to achieve
sufficiently high levels of synchronization could account for
the observed seizure attenuation affect. Likewise, fine and
coarse fragmented ESPs can be viewed respectively as mani-
festations of consecutive and terminal synchronization fail-
ures during the development of epileptic excitatory postsyn-

aptic potentials. Alternately, stimulation could drive the
topographical tightening of connections that accelerate
seizure termination.35

Electrical stimulation over long periods of time may
progressively disrupt the connectivity of the epileptogenic
network and reduce the core synchronized population, ren-
dering the clinical manifestation of seizures less severe or
subclinical.36,37 Such an effect would correspond to respon-
siveness to RNS16,18,19 and is supported by the positive asso-
ciation of indirect modulation effects with improved postim-
plantation outcomes in this cohort. Despite previous reports
of effects of acute and subacute chronic stimulation on both
ECOG content and seizure control10-14 with background nor-
malization over time and improved seizure control,4,9,15

our results suggest that both direct seizure inhibition and
frequency modulation may have no appreciable association
with outcome. The cohort size, however, did not allow us to
study whether there may be either synergistic or antagonistic
interactions between the 2 classes of modulation.

Limitations
Patientnoncompliancewithroutinedatauploads,combinedwith
limited onboard data storage, resulted in a small subset of ECOGs
being preserved relative to the continuous neural signal analyzed
online by the device. We found recently that events reported by
the device are biased and incomplete, but these limitations can
be partially overcome by manual review and by extrapolating the
results,whichcorrespondtopatient-reportedseizurefrequency.26

Evaluation of direct inhibitory modulation on clinical rather than
electrographicevents,however,remainslimitedwithoutthecon-
firmed presence of clinical seizures during modulated electro-
graphic events. We acknowledge that changes in antiepileptic
medication and other important variables cannot be controlled
for in a study with this sample size, which includes patients with
different types of epilepsy.

Conclusions
These results are the first, to our knowledge, to demonstrate elec-
trophysiological signatures of therapeutic responses to closed-
loop brain stimulation for epilepsy. The fact that indirect modu-
lationeffectswereassociatedwithimprovedseizurecontrolrather
than the effects of direct stimulation being associated with trig-
gered seizures indicates that neuroplasticity may be required for
a therapeutic response and constitutes a paradigm shift in think-
ing about neuromodulation for epilepsy. It may be possible to
improve the therapeutic speed and efficacy of closed-loop brain
stimulation by identifying the specific stimulation scenarios that
produce these modulatory effects.
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